HOW TO GET TO THE ACTU

FROM THE MAIN ENTRANCE
(you will follow this if you park in the View Park Garage)

1) Enter the building into the MAIN LOBBY (which is on the GROUND FLOOR)
2) MAKE A RIGHT once you pass the Information Desk and head toward the WEST CLINIC ELEVATORS
3) TAKE the WEST CLINIC ELEVATORS to the 2ND FLOOR of the WEST CLINIC
4) GET OFF of the 2ND FLOOR of the WEST CLINIC
5) WALK THROUGH THE LOBBY of Madison Clinic and PASS DESK A
6) Keep walking towards DESK B....which is the ACTU

FROM THE 9TH AVENUE ENTRANCE
(you will follow this if you are WALKING OR TAKING the BUS)

1) Enter the building from the 9TH AVE ENTRANCE in the middle of the building (which is on the 1ST FLOOR)
2) WALK FORWARD down a long, narrow hallway. You should see signs hanging from the ceiling saying “WEST CLINIC/WEST HOSPITAL”
3) WALK into an area where there is a curved staircase going down. KEEP WALKING TO THE LEFT of the staircase, onto the “West Clinic/West Hospital” Side of the building. (Don’t go down the staircase)
4) MAKE A LEFT towards the WEST CLINIC ELEVATORS. (Do not make a right, which will take you to the West Hospital side of the building)
5) After making a left, you should see the WEST CLINIC ELEVATORS. TAKE THEM to the 2ND FLOOR.
6) GET OFF of the 2ND FLOOR of the WEST CLINIC
7) WALK THROUGH THE LOBBY of Madison Clinic and PASS DESK A
8) Keep walking towards DESK B....which is the ACTU

FYI: The 2ND FLOOR ends at our CONFERENCE ROOM, and you cannot go beyond the ACTU